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Abstract:   

A fluid filled composite material has been created for radiation shielding based upon a 
material that was previously tested for noise suppression and structural applications.  The three 
main focus areas of the work were to analyze materials and finalize the test material based on 
the fluid filled composite patent (US7,947,364 B2) received by NMT on May 24, 2011   

 This study was completed to help solve the problem of radiation exposure to humans 
working with radioactive materials, those traveling in space as well as those affected by nuclear 
accidents.  Specifically, the aim was to develop a durable lightweight material that could shield 
humans and other radiation sensitive objects while reducing weight of standard shielding 
materials usually made of Lead (Pb).   

 Different composite materials were created based on the fluid filled composite 
previously mentioned.  Additional materials were added in different processes to induce certain 
specific properties.  Once a material was deemed to be sufficiently mature it was analyzed in the 
computer simulation tool SRIM-Stopping & Ranging of Ions in Matter.   

 The SRIM results show that different interstitial compounds were able to magnify the 
energy absorption properties of the base material.  The overall positive trend was then 
compared to the lead shielding.  While the material did not perform to the level of the lead for a 
given thickness, the material could be made thicker to achieve the same total stopping power 
while still reducing overall weight.     

 Once the final group of materials was selected, samples were made for exposure 
testing.  The materials were exposed to differing levels of Gamma radiation from a Cobalt-60 
source.  Post radiation testing was conducted to see the reduction in strength of the composites 
face and rear layer.  As expected, the front face had a much higher reduction in strength 
compared to the rear face in almost every case except for the control samples. 
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CHAPTER I 
 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

1. Background Information 

1.1. Types of Ionizing Radiation  
There are four main types of Ionizing radiation that will be encountered while protecting 

from nuclear radiation.  These are the alpha particle (ɲ), the Beta particle (ɴͿ͕�ƚŚĞ�'ĂŵŵĂ�ƌĂǇ�;ɶͿ�

and the neutron (n).   

The Alpha particle is essentially a Helium nucleus with a 2+ charge (He2+) consisting of 

two protons and 2 neutrons. This particle is created by a process called alpha decay and is most 

notably part of the decomposition of uranium into thorium.  Alpha particles can be created by 

other means but are usually only created by the decomposition of elements greater than 83 

atomic weight units [1].  Alpha particles are considered to be the most dangerous to humans if 

they are in direct contact with the skin or are ingested by breathing or swallowing.  The particle 

can cause severe DNA mutation and chromosome damage.  This damage is in a relatively close 

area to the particle only; most approximations are listed at ½ inch or less [1].  However, as 

powerful as this particle is, it can be stopped with just one sheet of notebook paper or similar 

thin barrier.  This makes it very easy to protect humans from alpha radiation poisoning.   

The Beta particle is a high speed electron or positron emitted by a process called beta 

decay.  In the case of nuclear reactions generally only the electron form of the Beta particle is 

emitted.  This happens by conversion of a neutron into a proton, electron and an antineutrino 

[1].  The process is common in neutron rich environments; however, the complex physics is 
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beyond the scope of this project.  Unlike the alpha particle, the Beta can be created by atoms of 

less than 83 atomic mass units.   It generally has a medium level of energy compared to the 

alpha and gamma ray; however, each beta particle has a varying level of energy depending on 

the parent atom.  To protect from beta particles only a thin sheet of low density plastic or 

aluminum is needed; the particle will slow down and eventually stop inside the metal by 

electromagnetic means.   

Third on the list is the Gamma ray, unlike the alpha and beta particles, the gamma ray 

has no physical mass; it is electromagnetic radiation of very high frequency [1].  Gamma rays can 

be created by many means; one commonly encountered is due to gamma decay.  This is the 

decay of high energy states in atomic nuclei.  Another creation method is nuclear fission where 

an atom is split and releases energy, free neutrons, and gamma rays.  The gamma ray, like the 

alpha and beta can cause extensive damage; however, it disperses its energy over a much larger 

area so the local effects are not as great.  The damage caused by gamma rays is almost always 

internal and is the greatest cause of radiation sicknesses since it is so hard to protect from.   The 

gamma ray is generally shielded by using atoms with large atomic mass.  There are many 

materials used to accomplish this; the most common is lead which is mainly used due to its 

availability and its dense structure.  One misconception is that a metal must be used, but 

research shows that many aggregate products such as granite and concrete do an equally good 

job shielding with sufficient thickness [2].  The main goal is to put as much mass between the 

individual and the gamma ray emitter.  Figure 1 is taken from the US Air Force Survival Manual 

and lists common materials and the thickness they require to reduce gamma emissions by 50%.  

This is known as the Halving-distance; and while not listed in the table, the halving-distance for 

lead is 0.5 inches. 
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Figure 1: Common materials with the thickness required to shield gamma radiation by 50%. From US Air force 
Survival Handbook 

The final type of particle looked at is the neutron.  During the fission of Uranium 235 

free neutrons are absorbed and create a momentary new U236 atom which becomes unstable 

and splits into two smaller atoms and releases additional neutrons.  This is a continual chain 

reaction where the newly released neutrons will be absorbed by another U235 atom [3]. The rate 

of nuclear fission is largely controlled by the free neutrons but can be artificially altered by 

insertion of control rods in a nuclear reactor.  Neutrons are very dangerous as they have the 

ability to alter molecules and atoms, but single neutrons cannot cause a chain reaction inside 

the human body.  Unlike alpha, beta and gamma radiation the neutron cannot be affected by 

mass alone.  Materials high with hydrogen content do a very good job of slowing down the 

neutrons due to complex matter interactions.  Research also suggests that concrete blocks 

(cinderblocks) and some plastic blocks work better than metal compounds.  While these 

materials can slow down the neutrons they must be captured. In studies, isotopes such as 

Lithium and Boron do a good job of capturing the excess neutrons [3].   

 

1.2.  Protection Fundamentals 
In general, there are three fundamentals of radiation protection for war, power 

production and naturally occurring radiation; they are: time, distance and shielding [4]. 
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Time- The time in an area affected by radiation is one of the easiest things to control and the 

less time spent in an affected area the less overall exposure received.   

Distance- The distance from an emission source can only be controlled in certain situations.  In 

the case of an operator of a nuclear reactor, they can only be as far away from emission as the 

work station is. 

Shielding- Shielding is the ability to put absorbing or attenuating materials between the emitter 

and the individual.  There is however no material that can completely protect from all types of 

radiation discussed above in an efficient way.   

1.3.  Personal Exposure Background 
In the spring of 2011 I was asked to lead a team that was to travel to Japan and help 

with Operation Tomodachi (Operation Friendship).  This was a disaster recovery effort for the 

people of Japan in the aftermath of the 2011 dƃŚŽŬƵ�ĞĂƌƚŚƋƵĂŬĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƐƵŶĂŵi.  Our main 

mission was structural health monitoring and aerial survey of the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear 

complex. While we utilized an unmanned aerial vehicle to complete these tasks we would have 

to be in very close proximity to the destroyed reactors; specifically reactors 1 and 2.  This is the 

motivation for this research project; the focus of this project is the effective shielding of workers 

in different radioactive loadings. 

In general nuclear reactors have multiple layers of built in shielding that protect workers 

and contain the alpha and beta particles, contain most of the gamma rays and capture free 

neutrons.  In these situations very little personal shielding is required for nuclear workers.  The 

majority of those working around the reactor need nothing more than a protective jumpsuit and 

no respirator since the reactors have built in filtration.  However, when working inside the 

reactor or removing spent fuel more protection is afforded to the individual.  Currently the 
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industry standard personal protective equipment worn is a DuPont Tyvek jumpsuit, rubber 

gloves and boots as well as a HEPA full face respirator.   

While working in the Fukushima Dai-ichi and Dai-ini compounds workers were afforded 

the same protective equipment as well as thick full body underwear to help stop the alpha and 

beta particles.  The Tyvek was mainly used to reduce the possibility that the individual be 

exposed to chemical burns and provided an additional layer of alpha & beta particle protection.  

The suits were single piece and included a hood which was taped to the outside of a full face 

respirator for an almost airtight seal.  This gave good protection from the alpha and beta 

particles that might be encountered at the facility but afforded no protection to the gamma rays 

or free neutrons.  While operating the drones from a stationary point, the team I was part of 

was shielded from gamma rays by a 3 inch thick steel box enclosure.  We were also less than 100 

meters from the open end of the reactor containment vessel.   

 

1.4. Historical Materials Used For Shielding 
 As discussed earlier there are many types of materials that can stop or slow down 

radiation effects.  These materials have historically been dense and metallic [4].  Engineered 

materials designed to protect from multiple radiation types will be discussed in a later section.  

Lead is the frontrunner in most radiation protection situations as it can stop ɲ͕�ɴ�Θ�ɶ�ƌĂǇƐ�ŝĨ�ŝƚ�ŝƐ�

thick enough.  However it is limited in application as it is very heavy and difficult to move 

around; it is generally relegated to static protection or protection where maneuverability is 

secondary to protection such as for X-Rays in a dentist’s office.  Steel and Aluminum can also do 

a good job of dissipating radioactive energy but a greater volume is needed as they are not as 

dense as Lead.  Concrete in slab or block form also does a very good job in static applications 

and can block all 4 main types of radiation with sufficient thickness [2].  Two materials that 
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perform in a satisfactory manner are packed earth (dirt/rock) and water. Most maneuverable 

materials that have been used in the past such as sheet aluminum, Tyvek and fiberglass provide 

ŐŽŽĚ�ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ĨƌŽŵ�ɲ�Θ�ɴ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐůĞ�ƉĞŶĞƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌĞ�ĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚ�ĨƌŽŵ�ŝŽŶŝǌŝŶŐ�

radiation but afford little to ŶŽ�ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ĨƌŽŵ�ɶ�ƌĂǇƐ�ϱ.   
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CHAPTER II 
 

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Background 
There have been many studies on single and composite materials with respect to lifespan 

and radiation shielding; however, there are minimal studies on fluid filled composites in 

radiation shielding events.  The following sections will discuss radiation shielding state of the art 

techniques as well as past research on multi layer fluid filled composites. 

 

2.2. Suitable Composites & Materials for Radiation Protection 
Currently there are no thin and active shielding materials in widespread use.  Only 

passive and bulky materials are available for radiation and magnetic protection. This restriction 

in the ability of the materials to be lighter and thinner will be a primary reason for stalling 

deeper space exploration.   Materials that are lighter and more versatile will be required during 

future missions to deeper space including Mars [6].  Before 2002 the level of radiation exposure 

on a trip to mars was a guessing game with many differing opinions.  The 2001 Mars Odyssey 

spacecraft changed that fact as it carried the Mars Radiation Environment Experiment (MARIE) 

which was designed to measure the radiation environment on a trip to Mars as well as during 

repeated orbits [7].  The experiment used a 68 degree field of view spectrometer to measure 

radiation in both static and dynamic events such as solar flares and cosmic bursts.  The pertinent 

data gathered by the instrument is plotted below in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: MARIE Dose Rates gathered on trip to Mars and in Mars orbit from [19]. 

 The plot shows spikes where galactic events bombarded the spacecraft as well as the 

MARIE unit itself.   According to NASA, the expected dose per year is 1.7 Gray.  This number will 

be used to calculate a total expected dose for a round trip to Mars.  Using current propulsion 

systems, the trip to Mars is expected to take approximately 9 months, if a team stays on the 

planet for 1 year the total time would be approximately 2.5 years of exposure.  To calculate total 

dose we multiply dose rate by duration of stay. 

݁ݎݑݏݔܧ =  ݊݅ݐܽݎݑܦ ݔ ݁ݐܴܽ ݁ݏܦ

݁ݎݑݏݔܧ = ݕܽݎܩ1.7
ݎܽ݁ݕ כ ݏݎܽ݁ݕ 2.5 =  ݕܽݎܩ 4.25
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 There is ongoing research that is showing that alternative materials are promising to 

increase shielding ability.  One current study shows that polyethylene can be considered a 

frontline material with respect to radiation shielding in galactic cosmic ray environments [8].  

There is dialogue that this effect is due to polyethylene having an abundance of Hydrogen 

atoms.  This use of polyethylene has been validated using mathematical modeling as well as 

measurements taken during ALARA (As low as reasonably achievable) flight testing onboard the 

International Space Station [9].   This principle of large numbers of hydrogen atoms being able to 

shield will hopefully translate over to polyurethane foam.   There are other promising single use 

materials such as Kevlar and Nextel.  These materials are both used in structural application in 

current and future spacecraft.   Both Kevlar and Nextel were the basis of the testing by Lobascio 

& Briccarello et al.  They showed that Both Kevlar and Nextel provide more shielding in an 

accelerator based test than an identical mass of aluminum [10].  This is very promising as the 

base material for the subject composite is Kevlar.   Their results of the ion testing are seen in 

Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: % dose reduction per density (cm2g-1) for 1 GeV Fe Ions extrapolated to zero thickness.  [10] 
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2.3. Multi Layer Fluid Filled Composites 
Considerable research has been done on Multi layer fluid filled composites considering 

the material has only been around for a short time.  The material was created at New Mexico 

Institute of Mining and Technology in the late 2000’s.  The basic structure of the material is a 

skinned foam core composite [11]. The polyurethane foam core was bio inspired and originally 

thought of as a blast loading shield for masonry walls [12]. The cavities in the foam mimic the 

cavities in bone where marrow and blood pool.  According to Matthews, bone contains 

approximately 25% liquid content and that liquid can help dampen mechanical loadings.  The 

blood and marrow act as a significant dampening agent if the loading is above 1MHz, however 

they do show lesser effectiveness in the 0.2-1MHz range as well.  Matthews constructed both 

flat and curved ½ inch thick polyurethane foam samples.   The samples included both wet and 

dry foam. The samples were exposed to controlled explosive blasts as well as Split Hopkinson 

bar testing in the lab.  The results showed that while the non fluid filled foam performed well, 

the fluid filled polyurethane consistently had a much higher modulus and less strain.   

 Matthews’s research was continued by his research advisor Dr. Ghosh as well as a team 

from New Mexico Tech.  The work by Ghosh et al focused on adaptive and stealth naval work.  

The basis of this work was to show that an engineered layer could have a higher acoustic 

transmission loss than acoustic mass law predicts.  The additional dampening comes from the 

complex interactions between the fluid and the polyurethane foam cells [11]. Additionally more 

work was completed to further the dampening characteristics that were shown in Matthews’s 

research.  The Ghosh team also proposed putting a skin layer on their foam for greater 

adaptability and survivability in the naval environment.  Multiple fabrics were considered based 

on desirable properties, these included Carbon Fiber, Nomex, Kevlar, fiberglass and Ballistic 

Nylon [11].  The researchers narrowed down the materials to Carbon fiber weave and multiple 
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weaves of Kevlar based on their respective properties.  These materials were tested per ASTM 

D3039; each material sheet was cut into multiple coupons of differing geometries to quantify 

the strength differences.  After extensive testing the Kevlar layers performed better in terms of 

strength and flexibility.  The fluid filled composite material was then constructed and tested for 

multiple uses.  The acoustic and dampening testing done by the Ghosh team was then expanded 

by graduate student Naitram Birbahadur.  Birbahadur focused on repeating and then expanding 

on the testing that Matthews had done on just polyurethane foam [13].    In these tests, he was 

able to verify that the dynamic modulus of the material increased as the strain rate increased.  

This could lead to further research with the composite being used not only as a radiation shield 

but also as a barrier for high speed space debris and vibration suppression. 

 

2.4. Multi Layer Fluid Filled Composites for Radiation Protection 
There are no currently visible projects utilizing a fluid filled multi layer composite for 

radiation shielding.   This was to be expected as New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 

holds the patent for the base material.  Therefore a sizeable gap in understanding has been 

found and will be filled by this research.    
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CHAPTER III 
 

 

3. Research Hypothesis, Objectives and Goal  
 

3.1. Hypothesis  
A composite material consisting of Kevlar faces and Polyurethane core can be suitably 

modified to survive in a high Gamma environment and will afford an elevated level of shielding. 

3.2. Objective and Goal 
This research will aim to select constituent materials that can be added to a basic 

Kevlar/polyurethane composite to increase both its shielding and survivability capabilities. The 

next objective would be to investigate the feasibility of creating such a composite material.  The 

final objective would be to construct and test the composite material after it has been exposed 

to different levels of Gamma irradiation.  The goals would be to show that the material can 

survive in a representative Gamma environment and provide some shielding.  The material will 

be considered failing when its strength drops below 50% of its control group strength level.   
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CHAPTER IV 
 

 

4. Approach 
 

4.1. Material Selections 
Based on positive results in the research on multilayer fluid filled composite work by Ghosh, 

Matthews & Birbahadur the composites will all contain the following: Kevlar, Epoxy, & Poron® 

Foam at a minimum.  

Knowing that lead is classified as a heavy metal, other heavy metals were reviewed and 

investigated.  These include the following elements: Iron, Boron, Cobalt, Copper, Manganese, 

Molybdenum, Zinc, Mercury, Plutonium as well as many others that are very rare and not 

suitable for this project.  The last two materials on this list (Mercury & Plutonium) are very toxic 

materials and should not be used for any application that has human contact.  Another 

consideration is that Plutonium is radioactive and would be emitting radiation from inside the 

material therefore hindering any shielding performance we may have gained.  Boron was 

selected for further examination since it is a relatively lightweight element and can form very 

stable compounds that withstand harsh environments.  The first and one of the most common 

compounds that comes to mind is borosilicate glass (Pyrex®) which can withstand very high 

temperatures and very fast temperature changes without breaking. 

 There were two options to introduce the boron into the material.  The first was to 

include a boron-compound into the interstitial voids between the poly spheres.  This would 

allow for the boron to have a relatively large volume while introducing no noticeable change in 

the overall dimensions of the material.  This addition would not add any static structural 
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strength to the material but should also not hinder its movement as it will be in a dynamic 

environment.   

The second option would be to include a borosilicate glass fiber into the composite 

either in the skin layer or in the foam layer.  For ease of manufacture, the skin layer or an 

intermediate layer would be easiest as getting the fibers into the foam would present another 

set of challenges. 

The boron compounds were both characterized in SRIM – Stopping and Ranging of Ions 

in Matter program which will be further discussed in section 4.3.  After repeated results as 

reflected in Figures 5 & 6, the combination of Boron and Nitrogen was shown to have one of the 

better performances.   The B-N material stopped ions with greater efficiency than the other 

compound.  Looking into all B-N compounds and their crystal structures and material properties, 

Boron Nitride was selected as the interstitial compound that would be tested as it was the 

simplest in composition and lowest cost option with results similar to the higher complexity 

compounds.   

Table 1: Boron materials and properties tested in initial simulation 

Candidate additives Chemical Formula Structure 
Modulus 
(GPa) 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

Boron Nitride BN 
varies-hex, 
cubic 100-400  2.28-3.49 

Borosilicate Glass Fibers 
SiO2-B2O3-Na2O-
Al2O3 

amorphous 
fiber 62.75 2.23 

 

 

4.2. Boron Selection 
The B-N compound has multiple crystalline forms including cubic and hexagonal [14].  In 

its cubic form it has properties similar to that of diamond, not just as hard but also very stable in 
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thermal and chemical situations.  The hexagonal form also mimics that of Carbon in the form of 

graphite as can be seen in Figure 4 below.  It is very soft but also very stable; this makes it 

perfect for use as a wet flowing agent or lubricant.  This flowing ability aligns it well with the 

need of the bulk material as it can be made very fine and fit within the poly material while it is 

being formed. [15].  The BN material may also be intermixed with water and the polyurethane 

matrix layer before the internal foam spheres are formed so as to coat the material within. The 

solution could also be soaked into the voids in the foam by mechanical means.  This final 

procedure will be the method for this series of testing as there is no ability to manufacture the 

foam at New Mexico Tech. 

 

Figure 4: Boron Nitride in hexagonal form. Note similar structure to graphite sheets [14] 

 

 The second option to include boron in the material was to use a boron based fiber 

within the core of the composite.  This option would give greater transverse strength to the 

material as the fibers would act as tension members.  The fibers could be weaved into a cloth 

much the same as the Kevlar is.  This would give a solid layer of boron based material; however 

it also directly affects the thickness of the material to the point where it could be the limiting 

factor if size is a major manufacturing issue.  The boron based material should most likely be 
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borosilicate glass fibers as they can be weaved into a layer that is flexible as opposed to a stiff 

bulk material.  This is a relatively well known type of fiberglass that is used in the construction 

industry as insulation as well as in many other scientific applications including ion stoppage [20].    

 

4.3. Material Simulations in SRIM 
 The SRIM program, specifically the TRIM (Transport of Ions in Matter) module is based 

on the Monte Carlo simulation methodology.  The version of the program used was SRIM 2011 

Calculation 15.  The software is available for free at www.SRIM.com.   It specifically utilizes free 

flight path between ion collisions and only evaluates collisions that it deems significant.  It also 

utilizes an analytical formula for calculating atom-atom collisions.  The computer program 

outputs a max depth of penetration, it can output plots showing the bulk of the ion dissipation 

and other user defined plots [16].  The dissipation/depth plots can be seen in numerous figures 

including Figure 5.  In the experimentation conducted, the target materials, penetrating ions, 

energy level, angle of incidence, and material thickness were varied.  Each case was then 

compared with the same parameters between the candidate materials and only the most 

relevant plots are shown.  The specific tests/simulations were modeled as they have a direct 

relationship with real world radiation situations.  Throughout the testing the series will be 

explained. 

Running the calculation simulations with a low number of ions, ranging from 1 to 100, 

but with high energy, 10-150 MeV shows that the interstitial boron nitride performs equal to the 

Borosilicate fibers at stopping the ions, but the fiber borosilicate material is more efficient at 

scattering them.  This excess scattering can be seen in the following two figures (Figure 5 & 6).  

The first, Figure 5, is for 100 hydrogen ions with energy of 10 MeV contacting solid Boron Nitride 

http://www.srim.com/
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material.  The second, Figure 6, is the same quantity hydrogen ions (100) with equal energy 

impacting fibrous Borosilicate.  The scattering can be clearly seen compared to the BN material.  

Figure 7 shows the depth of penetration of the ions and their distribution in the foam with BN 

material.  This is a different view that shows numerical distribution as opposed to figures 5 & 6 

that show path of travel and distribution cannot be easily inferred. 

 

Figure 5: Hydrogen @ 10 MeV into Boron Nitride 5mm thick 
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Figure 6: Hydrogen @ 10 MeV into 5mm Borosilicate material.  Note excess scattering attributed to additional 
metal/heavy elements 

 

Figure 7: SRIM distribution of ions at 100 KeV in the interstitial boron nitride material. 

Final material determination is made through material optimization calculations that 

lead to a determination of the minimum thickness of each layer of the material.  At that time 

the penetrating ions will be varied by type and energy level; currently the penetrating media 
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are: Hydrogen which represents alpha particles, Helium representing Beta particles and Krypton 

representing the Gamma level energy. 

 

Figure 8: General material layout, blue is Tyvek, light grey Kevlar, grey spheres polyurethane/H2O, tan matrix is 
Boron Nitride and white is a cloth material for user comfort. 

 

 

4.4. Testing 
The material shown above was run through calculations in the SRIM (Stopping and Ranging 

of ions in Matter) program with values based on the gamma ray energy greater than 100 KeV. 

The electron volt (eV) is a unit of energy based on a potential difference of one volt [18]. 

Iterations were completed with the following energy levels: 10MeV, 50 MeV, 75 MeV and 

100MeV.  The chosen numbers were very high as to witness what its protection limits were.  In 

certain instances the material was subjected to only one ion so that a trace could be completed 

to see how well the material scattered the ion.  The following two diagrams, Figure 9 & Figure 

10, show the scattering caused by lead and by aluminum when subjected to the same number of 

Cobalt ions with identical energy.  Note that the lead scatters the impact ions by a factor of 

~2.25x and stops them at a depth of 2/3 of that of the aluminum.   In limited instances, the 

impacts within the lead actually reverse direction. 
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Figure 9: Cobalt in Aluminum 150,000 KeV 

 

Figure 10: Cobalt in Lead 150,000 KeV 
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The figures below show just a sample of the material testing that was completed.  In 

addition to the ion penetration plots, a plot of ionization and phonon location are included for 

critical instances.   The ionization plots are a measurement of how much the ions change the 

base material structure whereas the phonon plots show the locations affected by phonons.  

Phonons are the induced forces that cause excess normal vibration within a material lattice 

structure.  

4.4.1. Hydrogen Series 

  

Figure 11: Hydrogen @ 10 MeV into FFMLC 
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Figure 12: Single Hydrogen Ion @75 MeV into FFMLC 

Figure 11 shows that the material is able to stop a large number of hydrogen atoms in 

the 1-1.25mm range.  This simulation is very promising as it is within the normal gamma 

radiation power levels.  Figure 12 shows a single ion at a total energy of 75 MeV, the single ion 

was used to gauge the slowing/stopping potential of each material in the composite.   The Tyvek 

and Kevlar does not stop the ions as well as the Polyurethane/Boron Nitride segment did.  Plots 

13 & 14 show the phonon creation within the material; these plots show the location and 

magnitude of the ion recoils or ion collisions that result in an abrupt change in direction as well 

as the ionization created.  As you can see in figure 11 the two largest energy loss points were 

within the Kevlar and polyurethane/B-N layer.  The ions passed almost cleanly through the 

Tyvek layer as evidenced by the minimal scattering.  However, the Tyvek does slow down the 

ions to some extent as can be evidenced by running the same test without the Tyvek.   The 
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Kevlar layer gradually scatters the ions and finally they are scattered and stopped in the Poly 

layer. 

 

Figure 13: 3 Dimensional plot of Hydrogen phonon distribution @ 75MeV initial energy 
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Figure 14: Phonon and energy loss plot for Hydrogen @ 75 MeV 

 

Figure 15: Hydrogen ions @ 100 MeV into the FFMLC.  Note the complete penetration of the ions. 
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Figure 15 shows a complete overload of the material; the Hydrogen ions at 100 MeV 

potential pass completely through the material and this should be considered a failure of 

shielding.  For this material a limit of less than 75 MeV should be exercised if it is subjected to 

Hydrogen ions. 

4.4.2. Helium Series 
The Helium series is very similar to the hydrogen series that was investigated earlier.  

Helium simulations are used as Helium is the product of nuclear fusion of two Hydrogen atoms.  

The biggest difference in the two is that the Helium ions are much bigger than the Hydrogen and 

tend to keep their momentum longer; however, since they are bigger they tend to impact the 

larger atoms inside the material more and can be somewhat easier to stop.  Figure 16 shows us 

the impact of Helium at 10 MeV, this impact doesn’t even penetrate completely through the 

Tyvek ® layer of the material.  When we increase the momentum to 50 MeV, as seen in figure 

16, the ions penetrate through the Tyvek and Kevlar but are stopped by the Polyurethane/B-N 

layer in the ~2mm range.    Once it reaches the 75MeV a much shorter distance and greater 

stopping power is seen comparing the Helium ions in Figure 18 to the single Hydrogen Ion in 

Figure 12.  Moving on to 75 MeV in the lower density core material shows that the ions not only 

travel farther in the material but also do not bounce as effectively nor veer off their straight line 

course.   
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Figure 16: Helium @ 10 MeV into FFMLC. Note: Ions only penetrated to “00” mark at about .05mm 

 

 

Figure 17: Helium @ 50MeV into FFMLC 
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Figure 18: Helium at 75 MeV into FFMLC 

 

Figure 19: Helium @ 75 MeV into FFMLC with reduced density within the polyurethane layer of 3.5g/cm3 
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Figure 20: Ionization of the reduced density FFMLC. Note that the ionization did not pass into the cotton layer. 
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Figure 21: Phonon distribution of Helium @ 75MeV into Low density FFMLC. 

 

Figure 20 & 21 show the Ionization and Phonons and both exhibit better performance 

than the Hydrogen series.  The plots look very similar. However, the Helium series plots are for 

100 MeV and the Hydrogen are only for 75MeV. Although the energy of the ions is higher the 

major phonon area is still within the polyurethane layer which means the wearer will not be 

subject to phonon energy in any layer below the composite layer, thus protecting their 

undergarments or skin.   In figure 22 it can be observed that helium ions with a momentum of 
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100 KeV are able to fully penetrate the composite; once again this means we will have to limit 

our performance to less than 100MeV of energy.   

 

Figure 22: Helium @ 100 MeV into normal density FFMLC.  Note complete penetration. 

 

Based on the simulation testing, the Tyvek/Kevlar/Polyurethane/BN composite 

significantly reduces the amount of energy that passes through it.  As the thickness of the poly 

layer is increased more protection can be afforded, but it also adds more weight and cost.  The 

optimized thickness is approximately 5.5 mm which is thin enough to be manufactured and 

maneuverable but thick enough to provide adequate energy suppression. 
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4.5. Material Selection for Testing 
The materials that will be considered for testing are Kevlar, Poron foam, Tyvek, Distilled 

Water (for purity) & BN solution.  The base material will be Kevlar skinned Poron foam.  The 

variables will be adding a layer of Tyvek, adding H2O or BN Solution. The table below lists the 

final combinations of materials. 

Table 2: Test Sample numbering and constituent materials 

Sample Layout 
1 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
2 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
3 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
4 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
5 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
6 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 
7 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 
8 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 
9 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 

10 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 
11 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 
12 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 
13 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 
14 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 
15 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 
21 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
22 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
23 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
24 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
25 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 
26 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 
27 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 
28 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 
29 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 
30 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 

 

In addition to these composite materials, a set of Kevlar skins and a set of Poron foam 

will be subjected to exposure.  Samples 16-20 were originally going to contain Cerebrospinal 
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fluid but were removed due to material unavailability before Gamma exposure testing; the 

numbering continued using the originally designated system so all data would line up. 

 

4.6. Experiment 
The experiment will try and observe and quantify the damage done by varying amounts of 

radiation on multiple variations of discussed composite material.   

 

4.6.1. Multi Layer Fluid Filled Composite Creation 
As discussed above and shown in Table 2, there will be multiple test samples.  The 

samples will be fabricated in a manner similar to that in previous experiments so as to be able to 

directly apply results to identical materials. The procedure from “A Novel Material…” will be 

followed and deviations will be noted and discussed.   

The first step after reviewing the previous reports was to procure the materials needed.  

Step two was to smooth out the Kevlar fabric as when it was shipped it was folded and had 

wrinkles that can be seen in the picture below. The wrinkles in the fabric were removed with 

light hand pressure and utilizing a roller with light pressure. 
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Figure 23: Kevlar fabric after being removed from packing material and before wrinkles were pressed out. 

The next step was to mix equal parts of the resin and hardener for 5 minutes.  8 ounces 

of each were measured and placed in individual containers and then combined in a larger mixing 

bowl.   

  

Figure 24: Epoxy Hardener on left and Resin on right prior to being mixed. 
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Figure 25: Epoxy mixing bowl after 5 minutes of vigorous mixing. 

 Once the epoxy was mixed thoroughly, it was spread evenly over the Kevlar sheeting 

which had a plastic sheet below it.  The deviation was made so that all samples would have 

pregnated Kevlar/epoxy that was identical in consistency as well as curing temperature and 

curing rate.   This would alleviate any concerns about different thicknesses and differences in 

material strength based on epoxy mixture and curing environment.  The temperature of the 

room was 62 degrees and was kept at this temperature for the duration of the pregnating 

process.   
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Figure 26: Kevlar mat being hand pregnated with epoxy. 

While the Kevlar was left to cure, the Poron polyurethane foam was removed from its 

packaging and measured into 6” by 6” squares.  The 24” x 24”  marked Poron sheets were then 

cut with  a new razor blade knife along a cutting guide to ensure crisp edges. 

 

Figure 27: 24" x 24" Poron foam being measured prior to being sectioned. 
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 After being sectioned, three of the Poron foams edges were coated with white silicone.  

The fourth side would remain open in order for liquid to be inserted into some of the samples.  

This procedure was dome so that the Poron foam would act like a cup once it was filled and no 

liquid that was added could leak out while the tope was being sealed.   This was the best option 

at the time but later this decision will be reversed. 

 

Figure 28: Poron foam squares with silicone applied to the sides before it was smoothed out. 

 The silicone was spread out on the edges and left to dry overnight in the same room as 

the Kevlar sheet.  The next morning the Kevlar sheet was sectioned into 7” wide sheets using an 

edge guide clamp and razor blade knife.  The strips of Kevlar were then placed on top of wax 

paper so they would not stick to the work table.   The Poron samples that had previously been 

numbered were aligned with the Kevlar sheet to ensure that the top of each sample and the 

bottom of each sample had material with the same directionality.   
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Figure 29: Poron samples being aligned with Kevlar strips before being bonded. 

 The Kevlar strips were lightly sanded with 180 grit all purpose sandpaper to remove the 

sheen on the back of the sheet.  This side was to be the side that is bonded to the Poron foam.  

The same epoxy mixture that was used to pregnate the strips was then made to coat the strips 

and bond to the Poron foam.  The epoxy was applied to the face of the Poron foam with a 

plastic putty knife and spread evenly over the surface.   The samples were then placed on the 

Kevlar sheet in the predetermined manner.  The back of the Poron was then coated with an 

equal amount of epoxy and the Kevlar strip placed on top.  A sheet of wax paper was then 

applied lengthwise over the sandwich so that it could be compressed without the epoxy sticking 

to the wood that was compressing it.  Wood was used instead of aluminum plates as the 

aluminum stock on hand was not wide enough to cover the entire sample and was also very cold 

due to being outside.  The samples were clamped to an average torque of 50 ft lbs to ensure 

uniform bonding.  This torque on the clamps was enough to fully compress the foam without 
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damaging it or the Kevlar.   The composite was left to sit for 12 hours at 62 degrees Fahrenheit 

to fully cure.   

 

Figure 30:Clamped Kevlar/Poron composite. 

Once removed from the clamp the composite looked like the sheet below showing 

sample 22, 25 and 24.  It would later be sectioned by rough cutting on a band saw and be similar 

to sample 7 in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31: Collection of samples in strip form as well as others that had been sectioned. 

The next step before final trimming on any of the samples was completed was to apply 

the Tyvek to the face of certain samples.  This was completed by first lightly sanding the face of 

the Kevlar with 180 grit sandpaper and wiping clean with a damp cloth.   Once the face was dry a 

layer of 3m 77 super spray adhesive was sprayed on the bonding face of the Tyvek and on the 

Kevlar face.  The spray adhesive was allowed to sit for 1 minute per manufacturer’s directions 

and then the faces were carefully bonded.  The composite was then clamped at 30 lb ft to 

ensure a consistent bond.  After 1 hour the materials were removed.   The samples are shown in 

Figure 31, 32 and 33. 
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Figure 32: Backside of Tyvek Faced composites 

 

Figure 33: Tyvek face after bonding with Kevlar composite. 

The newly skinned materials were trimmed on a band saw to the initial 6”x6” 

dimensions of the Poron.  A single spare test sample was weighed and then placed in a water 

bath in an attempt to fill it.  The procedure of rolling a press over it originally discussed in J 

Matthews paper was only able to partially fill the composite [12].  This was based on the added 

weight when the material was weighed again.  After calculating the before and after weight of 
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the samples only approximately 10 milliliters of water were added.  The material was still full of 

air in the corners near where the sides were sealed.  A new procedure was needed to fill the 

foam to a higher level.  It was decided that the 3 sides with silicone on them would be trimmed 

on a band saw to allow water penetration and air exit from each of the sides.  The test sample 

was cut first and then submerged using Matthews procedure.  Even after only one test fill, the 

amount of water that was able to enter it was substantially greater.  This process would be 

utilized for the remainder of the samples.  All of the samples were trimmed on the band saw to 

approximately 5.5” x 5.5 “and then weighed.  The initial weights are listed in the table in the 

results section. 

 

Figure 34: Trimmed test samples being weighed before filling with water. 

Once a set of test coupons were complete they were placed in a tub containing their 

filling material.  The process of filling each was the same no matter the liquid used to fill.   Figure 

35 shows the samples being placed in the distilled water bath.  The water was warmed to 140°F 
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to allow it to warm the foam and flow more easily.  Figure 36 shows the pipe being used to 

squeeze air our and allow water to be drawn into the composite.  This was repeated 10 times in 

the X and 10 times in the Y direction to ensure maximum fill.   

 

Figure 35: A set of test coupons sitting in distilled water bath before filling. 

 

Figure 36: Pipe being used to roll the composite and squeeze air pockets out and draw water in. 

Once each sample was filled it was allowed to rest underwater with an object over it to 

prevent it from floating for approximately 1 hour.  This allowed any residual negative pressure 

to draw water in before it was weighed and then sealed.  Each sample was removed from the 
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water bath and weighed on the digital scale quickly before any liquid escaped.  The next step 

was to use a wet curable silicone to seal the wet edges of the foam.  This was done by using GE 

Silicone II and drawing a bead along the edge and smoothing it out with a putty knife.  As shown 

in figure 37.  Once the samples had been coated they were weighed again and then placed on 

wax paper to allow the silicone to cure overnight. 

 

Figure 37: Silicone being applied to the sides of the composite after being filled with liquid 
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Figure 38: Filled samples with silicone curing. 

 The Boron Nitride solution was created using distilled water and a fine powder 

hexagonal Boron Nitride.  11 grams of Hex BN was mixed with 1.5 Liters distilled water.   

Boron Nitride is 24.82 g/mol.  

To find the molar concentration we must first find how many mols of BN we have by using the 

formula: 

ݏ݈ܯ = ݏݏܽܯ ݐݏ݁ܶ
݈ܯ ݎ݁ ݏݏܽܯ = 11݃

24.82 ݃
݈݉

=   ݏ݈ܯ 44.

We then divide the number of Mols of BN into the volume of water to determine the solutions 

molarity. 

ݕݐ݅ݎ݈ܽܯ = ݏ݈ܯ
݊݅ݐݑ݈ݏ ݂ ݁݉ݑ݈ܸ = . ݈ܯ 44

ܮ 1.5 = .295 
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The BN solution was .295M when it was mixed.   The solution was created using 140°F distilled 

water to allow for easier mixing and fluid entry into the foam.  The procedure for inserting BN 

into the composite was the same as inserting water. 

The samples were allowed to cure overnight and then weighed again the next morning 

to ensure there were no leaks in the composite.  Once they were fully cured they were placed in 

a sealed airtight tub to keep external contaminants off of them. 

The final material specifications are listed in the table below.  As you can see the liquid 

filled materials were filled to approximately 80%.   The samples were all slightly different in size 

and this attributed to the majority of the difference in liquid and dry weights.  The calculation 

for the fill percentage data was taken from Matthews [12].  The “Approx Fill” column is the 

percentage of available pores filled. 

Table 3: Table showing wet weights and fill percentages of each composite. 
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4.6.2. Gamma Irradiation of Composite & Constituent Material 
 

 The Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) at Sandia National Laboratories was utilized to 

expose the samples to elevated levels of Gamma Irradiation.  The facility has 3 cells to expose 

samples to a Cobalt 60 gamma producing environment for any period of time.  The test was 

conducted in Cell 3 which is one of the two smaller cells but at the time of testing had the 

highest dose rate based on the Cobalt 60 pin placements.  There were 6 pins arranged in a circle 

as opposed to 3 in the other cell.  The figure below shows the inside of GIF Cell 3 with samples 

as we were discussing alignment scenarios.  The pool at the top of the picture is the water 

shielding pool that the Cobalt 60 sits at the bottom of.  It utilizes an elevator to raise the Cobalt 

rods in a controlled manner. 
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Figure 39: GIF Cell 3 with samples placed at 200 cm during discussions on testing. 

Based on research of radiation exposure while traveling to Mars and discussions with 

the subject matter experts, the dosage that the samples would be exposed to was changed 

slightly from initial discussions with Dr Ghosh.  This change gave a larger range of values that 

were still based on the calculated mission to Mars exposure of 5 Gy per mission.  A calculation of 

dose rate based on the pin alignment and distance from the emitter in the GIF cell was done to 

present us a starting point.  Once the GIF staff completed this calculation they informed us a 

rate of 0.1 Gray per second could be achieved at a distance of 200 cm.  This rate was sufficient 

for this test so dosimetry was put in the cell at the test distance to ensure that the calculated 

and measured value were indeed in agreement.  The test samples were separated into 5 groups 

corresponding to the dosage they were to receive.  The table below shows the groups.  The 

groups were designed to give sufficient spacing without completely destroying the material. 
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Table 4: Grouping of materials to be exposed  at GIF. 

 

Sample Layout Exposure Group
1 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 0 (Control) 1
2 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 5 Gy 2
3 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 50 Gy 3
4 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 250 Gy 4
5 Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 500 Gy 5
6 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 0 1
7 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 5 Gy 2
8 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 50 Gy 3
9 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 250 Gy 4

10 Kevlar/Poron/H2O/Kevlar 500 Gy 5
11 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 0 1
12 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 5 Gy 2
13 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 50 Gy 3
14 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 250 Gy 4
15 Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 500 Gy 5
21 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 0 1
22 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 5 Gy 2
23 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 50 Gy 3
24 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 250 Gy 4
25 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar 500 Gy 5
26 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 0 1
27 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 5 Gy 2
28 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 50 Gy 3
29 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 250 Gy 4
30 Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/BN/Kevlar 500 Gy 5
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The control group was not exposed at the GIF.  The groups were exposed at the levels 

listed in table 4.  In order to be time efficient in the cells group 5 was combined with the other 

groups to achieve an aggregate exposure of 500 Gy as defined in the test matrix.  When setup, 

group 5 was placed in the back corner of the cell as it would not be disturbed during the entirety 

of the testing, the other groups occupied space near the exit.  Each group had dossimetry to 

validate the exposure it experienced post test.  The dossimetry can be seen on the face of the 

samples in the following picture.  The material used for testing will be taken from a different 

location to avoid any attenuation the dossimetry may have provided. 

  

Figure 40: Test setup at 200 cm showing dosimetry on face of samples. 

 The samples were exposed in the following manner: 
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Table 5: Exposure table for each composite group. 

 

The samples were allowed to acclimate to the test chamber overnight.  This was done to 

ensure there was no thermal shock to the fluid filled composites.  The next morning it was 

discovered that a few of the samples had fallen over due to failed mounting stands.  This can be 

seen in figure 40 below.  The picture was taken from the hallway of the cell via the mirror.  The 

mounting stands were reinforced before testing began and no other anomalies were seen.   

 

Figure 41: Photo showing two samples that had fallen overnight. 

Groups Exposure Time (sec) Time (min) Cumulative for Group 5
2,5 5 Gy 50 0.83 5 Gy
3,5 50 Gy 500 8.33 55 Gy
4,5 250 Gy 2500 41.67 305 Gy
5 195 Gy 1950 32.5 500 Gy
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Figure 42: Dossimetry on face of test sample 

 

 

Figure 43: Photo of test samples through ultra thick leaded glass window during exposure. 
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 Once the samples were radiated in the prescribed order they were placed back in the 

airtight tub to be taken for weighing and mechanical testing. 

4.6.3. Post Irradiation Testing 
The samples will be evaluated by tensile testing.  The testing will be in accordance with 

the specifications outlined in ASTM D3039.  ASTM D3039 is titled “Standard Test Method for 

Tensile Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials”   

ASTM D3039 allows for tabs on the ends of the test coupons to be used if required [17].   

In order to determine if tabs were needed two test samples were created from spare Kevlar 

material that was fabricated with the rest of the test samples. The samples were to undergo 

tension testing to determine if the failure point would be within the allowable area per ASTM 

D3039.  Each test sample was 0.5 inches in width and the test area was 1”.  The sample that 

would have aluminum tabs on it was marked the 1” test length and then .050” aluminum sheet 

was sectioned to fit along the gripping area.  The aluminum was coated with 3200 psi 5 minute 

epoxy on one side and the Kevlar was sandwiched between two pieces of aluminum.  The 

sandwich was clamped for 30 minutes for the epoxy to fully cure.  The final test coupons can be 

seen in figure 44. 

 

Figure 44: Test samples to determine the need for tabs on test samples 
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 The samples were then individually loaded in the jaws of the MTS machine and clamped 

down to 100psi.  The system was set to a constant head speed of .0656 in/min to correspond to 

the testing done by Ghosh et al.  The aim of the test was not to look at the strength of the 

samples but where each sample failed.  Both samples failed in the test area and based on that 

fact the actual test samples would be without gripping tabs.   

 The samples that were exposed to radiation and the control samples were then taken 

into the NMT Mechanical Engineering Machine shop and sectioned to approximately 1” wide 

strips.  The samples were first cut to a straight edge to remove a side with silicone.  Once the 

edge was clean and true a line was drawn 1” from the straight edge using a double square.  The 

sample was then cut on a fine toothed band saw and set aside.  Once all samples had been 

sectioned, the foam in the middle was cut in half to leave a face side and a rear side with foam.  

The samples were then individually mechanically stripped of the foam on the back of the Kevlar.  

Initially the foam was removed by using a razor blade until only a fine layer of foam was left.  

The remainder of the foam was removed using a plastic abrasive brush.  Finally, 60 grit 

sandpaper was used to remove any remainder.  Once the samples were complete they were 

taken into the lab for testing.  The completed rear Kevlar samples can be seen in the figure 

below.  

 

Figure 45: Completed 1" wide test coupons. 
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 The samples were tested on the MTS Landmark 370 uniaxial tensile test machine seen in 

figure 46.  The unit is electronically controlled and hydraulically powered; the hydraulic unit can 

be seen in figure 47 with the control station directly behind it.   

 

Figure 46: MTS Landmark 370 uniaxial test stand used on Kevlar samples. 
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Figure 47: MTS Landmark Hydraulic power unit. 

  The samples were individually loaded into the jaws that were preset to a test length of 3 

inches.   The sample was aligned with marks on the machine and the guides that were preset to 

ensure the sample was perfectly aligned with the direction of tension.  This can be seen in figure 

48.  Once the sample was fully aligned the jaws were clamped to a pressure of 100 psi.  This 

pressure was chosen as it did not allow the preliminary test samples to slip and also avoided 

crushing the clamped area.  Before the samples were stressed they resembled figure 49.   
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Figure 48: Test sample aligned in clamping jaws prior to  being clamped into place. 

 

Figure 49: Kevlar sample fully aligned and clamped into place before test. 

 The test samples were tested with a constant head speed of .0656 in/minute.  The test 

parameters can be seen on the MTS Flextest screen below.  The Maximum allowable elongation 
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was set to 10mm to keep the test machine from bottoming out.  The test rate on Flextest in 

Figure 50 shows 0.1 in/minute because it can only display 1 decimal point.  Once the parameters 

were set and all interlocks were off the test was begun.  

 

Figure 50: MTS Flextest test parameter setup. 

 The tests on average took 3 minutes from parameter setup and sample alignment to 

test start; it took under 1 minute to run the actual test until material failure.  Once the material 

had failed the test was immediately stopped and the MTS heads were returned to the starting 

point and the sample examined.  The examination included ensuring that the sample had not 

slipped in the gripping jaws and that the failure occurred within the test area.  A failed sample 

still in the gripping jaws can be seen in figure 51.    
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Figure 51: Test sample after being taken to failure and prior to being removed from gripping jaws. 

 Once the sample was removed from the jaws it was again inspected to ensure there was 

no slipping and to check the failure point of the Kevlar.  Test sample 9 Rear can be seen in figure 

52 showing uniform checkering on the grip area which demonstrates no jaw slipping and a 

failure in the center marked by the pen.   
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Figure 52: Test Sample 9Rear showing uniform checkering and a failure in the test area 

All 55 test samples were all run through procedure and the pertinent data is listed in the 

results section as well as the appendix.   
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CHAPTER V 
 

 

5. Results & Observations 

5.1. MTS Tensile Testing 
 

After each sample was tested its data file was loaded into a spreadsheet for analyzing.  Each 

sample was looked at individually and as a set of each of its groups.  The groupings are in type of 

composite or constituent material and radiation dose.  

5.1.1. Material groupings 
The first group of materials that was evaluated was the Kevlar/Poron/Kevlar group.  This 

group was the basic material that all of the other materials were built upon and therefore was 

expected to perform as a baseline in this test.  The control sample 1 does have a higher 

maximum stress level compared to the other samples which tells us that there was degradation 

on both faces of the composites that were exposed to radiation.  As can be seen in Figure 53, 

the material degrades on the front face when exposed to higher levels of radiation but doesn’t 

have a large drop off on any of the samples.   
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Figure 53: Tensile test results from the K?P?K composite 

 

 The Kevlar/Poron/H20/Kevlar composite shows more degradation on the front face of 

the Kevlar but does not show a drop in the rear Kevlar compared to the unexposed sample 6.  

This tells us that the added water within the samples has interacted with the gamma and 

attenuated some of its energy.  The higher level of forward face degradation may be due to the 

energy passing through the front face twice once to enter and once to exit but this cannot be 

confirmed based on the data available.  Figure 54 shows the stress strain relationship of the 

K/P/H/K composite.   

 

Figure 54: Stress Strain relationship of the K/P/H/K composite. 
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 The Kevlar/Poron/Boron Nitride/Kevlar composite was one of the strongest performing 

in the SRIM testing and it performed well in the actual testing as well.  Figure 55 shows this 

composite and its performance.  In a similar fashion to the H2O composite, this grouping shows 

degradation on the front face that may be from double penetration of energy.  This group has a 

much larger spread between the faces than the previous samples.   The tensile strength of the 

rear face however, is seemingly unchanged. 

 

Figure 55: K/P/BN/K composite stress strain diagram. 

 The next series includes the chemical and moisture barrier Tyvek, while initially only 

added for its resistance to chemicals we can see that it has an added benefit of having extra 

mass in front of the radiation.  This helped keep some of the energy off the front face of the 

Kevlar and we can in turn see an increase in tensile strength of the front Kevlar face compared 

to that of the two previous groups.   While this composite did not have any liquid inside the 

Poron foam, it still kept the rear face relatively unchanged for many of the doses.    
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Figure 56: T/K/P/K material stress strain diagram showing minimal rear face changes and lower face strength. 

 The Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Boron Nitride/Kevlar material once again as a group shows 

greater face degradation than the same composite type without liquid inside.  Since this 

phenomenon is in multiple samples we can assume that it is not a coincidence.   The rear face of 

the composites is relatively unchanged with the sample that was at 500Gy being the exception.  

This material seems to have performed as one the best as far as rear face strength retention is 

concerned.  This is backed up by the theoretical testing in SRIM and TRIM.   

 

Figure 57: T/K/BN/K Composite stress strain curves showing varying front and rear face strengths. 

 The final grouping was that of just one face Kevlar material.  This material was included 

as a baseline and so that interactions within the composite materials can be singled out as the 
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cause for shielding.  As can be seen in figure 58, the Kevlar begins to gradually lose its strength 

based on the amount of radiation it has been exposed to .  This relationship was expected at the 

outset of testing but seeing the numbers validate our expectations is a relief.   

 

Figure 58: Kevlar skin stress strain showing degrading relationships based on their exposures 

 

5.1.2. Radiation Groupings 
 

 The materials that were not exposed to any radiation show a variation in strain but have 

a very consistent stress relationship.  This could be due to the different materials that interacted 

with the skins such as water, Boron Nitride or the glue used to attach the Tyvek to the Kevlar or 

it could just be variation due to material variation or testing setup.  It was noted that a few of 

the samples had a slight curvature to them but conformed to ASTM D3039 as light finger 

pressure would allow them to return to a flat plane.  The variation in strain could also be due to 

the machine having a minor distance to travel to take up the slack in the material during MTS 

testing.   
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Figure 59: Comparison of all samples that were considered the control samples. 

 The first group that was exposed to radiation was exposed to the equivalent of a trip to 

Mars, a stay for approximately 1 year and the return voyage.  The  materials are first starting to 

show degradation in certain types.  We can see that Sample 27 has a large drop in face strength 

even with this low dose.  Other samples are also showing reduction of strength on their face 

sides but no noticeable changes are seen on the rear faces.   

 

Figure 60: Samples exposed to 5Gy or the equivalent of one round trip voyage to Mars. 

  

 The 50 Gray test samples begin to show a slight degradation in rear face performance 

which can be expected due to the energy being passes through increasing by 10X.  The samples 

continued to maintain their physical properties and strengths but the face values of multiple 
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samples began to fall to a lower strength level than that of the 5 Gy samples.  Sample 27 shows 

greater face strength loss than its counterpart in the 5Gy group. 

 

Figure 61: 50Gy exposure materials stress strain diagram 

The 250 Gy exposed materials show a much larger variation in strength than do the 

other groups that have been exposed to radiation.  This grouping has an average of 10ksi loss 

between the front face and the rear Kevlar face.  The exceedingly high level of radiation that 

these samples have been exposed to does not seem to have much effect on the rear face while 

the front face is surely degrading. 

 

 

Figure 62: 250 Gy exposure samples showing loss in strength between the front and rear faces 
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 The final group was the group that had the highest cumulative dose and was also 

exposed to multiple radiation cycles.  This group shows the most degradation in the front and 

rear face as well as the greatest delta between the two faces.  The level of radiation is 100X 

greater than the expected single mission dose.  While this dose is exceedingly high we can use 

its data as validation that the materials will continue to keep their properties when exposed to 

this level of radiation energy.  This directly correlates to lifespan in the space working 

environment. 

 

 

Figure 63: 500 Gy samples showing degradation but not completely losing material properties 

 

5.1.3. Toughness 
 

While maximum stress is a good indicator of the materials, it does not completely 

characterize the material.  The toughness of the material is more telling as it takes into account 

the overall amount of energy the material is able to absorb before failure.  For example in Figure 

58, sample 36 & 37 both show a very similar stress level while sample 37 shows more ductility.  

This added ductility leads to additional area under the curve and therefore additional toughness 
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as can be verified in the toughness data in Table 5.     We can see in Table 5 that for most cases 

the delta between face and rear pairs are generally positive.  The few that are negative such as 

5F/R is very close and is for the largest radiation dose.  This material didn’t have any interstitial 

material to reflect the gamma back.  Looking at sample 10F/R we can see that there is a rather 

large delta between the front and rear face.  This is most likely to the Poron/Water redirecting 

the energy back through the front face.  This is seen with even greater delta in sample 15F/R 

which contained BN solution.  The delta between the two samples is the greatest delta of any 

pair that was measured with the water sample being second.  This helps validate our thoughts 

on the filled composite being able to shield at higher doses.   

Table 6: Toughness data for each Kevlar sample 

Toughness (Stress x Strain)(in·lbf Delta Front to Rear Toughness (Stress x Strain)(in·lbf·in–3)) Delta Front to Rear
1 F 1933298.924 838896.8049 15 F 765433.8085 2090093.896
1 R 2772195.729 15 R 2855527.705
2 F 1984055.813 266963.1656 21 F 2000735.63 323223.873
2 R 2251018.979 21 R 2323959.503
3 F 1866430.804 309070.5697 22 F 1977557.787 356841.7917
3 R 2175501.374 22 R 2334399.579
4 F 2103995.041 568566.1107 23 F 1992340.215 -143959.7561
4 R 2672561.151 23 R 1848380.459
5 F 1495288.588 -19255.63449 24 F 1840210.111 1022411.911
5 R 1476032.954 24 R 2862622.023
6 F 1638400.139 397041.2738 25 F 2210241.452 384266.2441
6 R 2035441.413 25 R 2594507.696
7 F 1727521.085 385710.5896 26 F 2408423.862 196290.6443
7 R 2113231.674 26 R 2604714.506
8 F 1902759.615 442321.3028 27 F 1771642.169 1372018.007
8 R 2345080.918 27 R 3143660.175
9 F 1215355.977 1232190.627 28 F 1079620.865 1511824.67
9 R 2447546.604 28 R 2591445.534

10 F 1180772.853 1195344.899 29 F 1301838.595 190095.5125
10 R 2376117.752 29 R 1491934.108
11 F 2000149.79 -152214.2689 30 F 1027239.932 524621.5821
11 R 1847935.522 30 R 1551861.514
12 F 1510296.011 42139.0662 36 1946227.01
12 R 1552435.077 37 2523893.678
13 F 2497907.507 -157468.2699 38 2040942.502
13 R 2340439.237 39 1216049.19
14 F 2187825.617 920286.3903 40 1565981.716
14 R 3108112.007

Sample Sample
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CHAPTER VI 
 

 

6. Conclusions  
 

 The testing can be seen as a positive step forward for the fluid filled composite materials 

world.  However, more work and material characterization must be done before the material can 

be considered for widespread use.  The results have shown that the material is able to survive in 

the desired operating environments and although not directly measured, its shielding properties 

are promising.  Based on the strength of the rear face after exposure to varying levels of radiation 

compared to that of the front, we can see that while the basic materials do a sufficient job of 

attenuating gamma radiation, the composites with interstitial compounds perform marginally 

better.  We can see that the materials all perform differently depending on the radiation dose they 

received but the Tyvek/Kevlar/Poron/Boron Nitride/Kevlar material seems to have performed 

better than the rest of the materials as far as rear face to front face strength delta.  This is most 

likely due to the slight advantage in extra stopping mass the Tyvek gives to the composite 

compared to the identical material without Tyvek on the entry of the energy.  This material also 

did a very good job in the toughness testing as its front face did not lose as much toughness as the 

same composite without Tyvek.  It looks as though that the Tyvek has helped with the toughness 

and survivability of the front face.  We can see that in general after exposure of over 250 Gy, 

many of the materials tested would not be suitable for use as their strength had fallen below 50% 

of the control group.  The materials can be improved by adding different attenuating substances in 

the foam and ensuring that it is 100% full of compound.  
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APPENDICES 
 

7. Appendices 

7.1. Gamma Test Data 

 



 

  

 



 

  

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

7.2.  MTS Sample Test Data Sheet 
Each data sheet is over 200 pages long so only a selection of the first sample is shown. 
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